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lne Gaaala. the wife of a retired Air Force Master Seraeant. and I live in - 7 - * -  - 1  - - - - 

st places on earth, Clovis, New Mexico. Originally 
Michigan, but afkr traveling all over (Rhein Main 

Gy hl 
AFB, 

usband and I 
Germany; 

k ~ ~ @ ~ ; , ~ r b s a s ;  George AFB, California; Luke AFB, Arizona; Soesterberg AFB, 
rlan@# W h o r d  AFB, Washington; and Cannon AFB, New Mexico) during my 
SM *r Alr Force career, my husband and I knew we had found our new home 

@!&is. We now have lived here the longest of any place in our lives ......j ust over 

k&* Candon being on the BRAC list and one thing comes to mind 
ake - A HUGE Mistake". Webster's describes a mistake as "error", 
,smurne wrong". The interesting thing about a mistake is that it can 
slter's describes corecf as "to show the mistake", "to remove the 
correct". The HUGE Mistake that has been made here is in your 

'a& fiit the criteria provided for base closure. Cannon AFB does not have a 
.Mi Space - we have no problem with encroachment. Cannon is out in the 
i@lf #, 

ue, it has to be less expensive to keep Cannon open than 
of living here is much less for the average citizen for utilities 

n it would be less for utilities at  Cannon too. 

we are a well kept secret here, winning many awards for 
base and for the training of our troops. We have a record of many deployments and 

ining the troops are receiving here. If the planes here are 
them on out. They say that a plane is the easiest thing in the 

is the case, move others in. Cannon has the space and 
war-fighting, training, and readiness as was evidenced by 
between Cannon and the US Navy. The availability of air 

er makes Cannon the perfect candidate to support future 
he F-22, Joint Strike Fighter, and other military aircraft. 

There have been major improvements made at Cannon - from a new tower and runway 
to new housing for airman and families. Why build up another base when Cannon 
already meets or exceeds the standard of an up-to-date base? This base has been kept 
strong and modern. 
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